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QUESTION 1

After the terminal initiates a call and sends an ARQ message to GK, it receives an ARJ message. The possible reason
for the call rejection is () (multiple choice) 

A. The called is offline 

B. The called party refuses to answer 

C. Insufficient call bandwidth 

D. called busy 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

In the H.460 public and private network traversing dual SC networking, the communication between the terminal and
Client GK follows the () protocol (Single choice) 

A. H.460 

B. H.323 

C. H.460.18/19 

D. Q.931 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Regarding the IP phones and analog phones in the U1900 system, which of the following statements is correct () 

A. If you want to successfully register IP phones A and B to the U1900 system, the U1900 system must include the MTU
board 

B. When IP phones A and B have successfully registered to the same U1900 system, if IP phones A and B are able to
dial each other, the U1900 system must include an MTU board 

C. When IP phone A and B have successfully registered to the same U1900 system, if IP phone A calls When calling IP
phone B, IP phone B is busy, then if you need IP phone A to hear busy Line tone, the U1900 must contain MTU board 

D. If IP phone A and analog phone C (directly connected to the ASI board of U1900) are successfully registered to
U1900, when A calls C, U1900 may not contain MTU board 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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After adding the VP9650 MCU to the SMC2.0 in a manageable way, the MCU is offline. Which of the following
descriptions is correct? () (multiple choice) 

A. The MCU connection method is wrong, it may not be SMC2.0 

B. There is a firewall between MCU and SMC2.0, port 5000 may be blocked 

C. The SNMP mode setting of MCU is inconsistent with SMC2.0 

D. The HTTP connection password on the SMC2.0 is inconsistent with the connection password setting on the MCU 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

In the U1900+SC solution, if you need to restrict the video conferencing system\\'s permission to call out PSTN phones
through U1900, which statement is correct () (multiple choice) 

A. By default, when the video conference system uses the U1900 system to make voice calls, it has the 

right to call intra-office/local/domestic long-distance calls 

B. By default, when the video conference system uses the U1900 system to make a voice call, Permission to make intra-
office/local calls 

C. If the video conferencing system needs the permission to call international long distance through the U1900 system,
it can be modified by modifying the SIP trunk related trunkgroup calling permission between U1900 and SC. 

D. If the video conference system needs the permission to call international long distance through the U1900 system, it
can be modified in U1900 by modifying the access code prefix permission of the video conference system 

Correct Answer: BC 
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